
 

 

 

Rosoboronexport to demonstrate its foreign 
trade competencies at GOSZAKAZ 2022 
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Rosoboronexport JSC (part of Rostec State Corporation) will take part in the XVII All-
Russian Forum-Exhibition GOSZAKAZ (STATE ORDER), which will be held from April 6 
to 8, 2022 at the Skolkovo Innovation Center, outside of Moscow. 

At its stand, the company will showcase products from leading Russian manufacturers for 
equipping law enforcement agencies, security structures and security personnel working at 
transport hubs, railway stations and airports.  

Rosoboronexport will present products of domestic enterprises in the form of full-scale models, 
advertising materials and catalogs. Among them will be the world’s popular ORSIS T-5000,  
AR-15J, Lobaev Arms DVL-10 M1 Saboteur rifles, Saiga and Vepr series carbines, various 
special equipment, ST-2630M, ST-2935T, ST-2630L inspection and screening systems, NR-MD 
metal detectors, Segment automatic chemical agent alarm system with a handheld trace 
detector, and personal protective equipment (Taktika body armor and TOR bulletproof helmet). 
In addition, a mock-up of the PB-4SP OSA non-lethal pistol, as well as AIR-107U, M-140 stun 
guns and a unique EM-41 Cerberus metal detector with a built-in stun gun capability will be on 
display at the company’s stand. 

The company's specialists will take an active part in the forum’s business program. 
Rosoboronexport will demonstrate its unique foreign trade competencies at GOSZAKAZ during 
thematic discussions, strategic sessions and conferences, as well as meetings and negotiations 
with representatives of authorized federal and regional procurement bodies, government 
customers and business executives. 

The company will tell about its capacity to conduct export-import operations with partners on the 
world market, present its proven solutions, in particular a one-stop shop service for 
consolidating the deliveries of products from various manufacturers through a single supplier, as 
well as share its experience in promoting civilian products of Russian defense manufacturers to 
external markets. 

In addition, Rosoboronexport is ready to offer its services in launching licensed production, joint 
ventures and other forms of collaboration under the industrial partnership. For over two 
decades, the company has accumulated an impressive portfolio of similar projects in the military 
and civilian industries. 
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ROSOBORONEXPORT is Russia’s sole state agency for export of the full range of defense-related and dual-use products, services 
and technologies. It is part of Rostec State Corporation. Rosoboronexport is among leaders in the global arms market. 
Rosoboronexport accounts for over 85% of Russia’s exports of arms and military equipment. Rosoboronexport cooperates with 
more than 700 Russian defense industrial enterprises and organizations. The geographical scope of Russia’s military-technical 
cooperation encompasses more than 100 countries. 
 
Rostec is Russia’s largest manufacturer. In 2022 it celebrates the 15th anniversary. It unites more than 800 scientific and industrial 
organizations in 60 regions of the country. Its key lines of business are aircraft engineering, radioelectronics, medical technologies, 
innovative materials, etc. The Corporation’s portfolio includes renowned brands, such as AvtoVAZ, KAMAZ, UAC, Russian 
Helicopters, UEC, Uralvagonzavod, Shvabe, Kalashnikov, etc. The corporation delivers its products to more than 100 countries 
worldwide. Almost a third of the company’s revenue comes from the export of high-tech products. 
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